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First Quarter of 2014

MPHOA President’s Report

The first 2014 MPHOA board meeting was held on 

Tuesday January 14th at my home at 7:00 P.M. All 
board members were present and the positions on the 
board for 2014 were decided; Secretary- Karen 
Lurie, Treasurer- Bill Johnson, Vice President- 
Mary Davis and President- Bill Myatt. In addition 
the following chairpersons for 2014 were decided; 
Grounds and Maintenance- Greg McMahon, 
Landscape- Bobbie Overton and Hospitality- Sandy 
Byberg. The following positions still have to be 
filled; Gate House Services Liaison and Marina 
chairperson. Martin’s Point resident Richard W. 
Paulson volunteered to compile the Newsletter.  The 
board decided that they would not meet again until 
March

On January 27th I met with Ms. Sanders, at Village 
Realty, to review the issues that came up during the 
bad weather conditions during recent weeks, 
especially the procedure that has to be followed any 
time that the gatehouse has to be shut down because 
of weather. Residents may note that the gatehouse 
was shut down and locked during some of the severe 

wintery 
weather
, which 
was 
caused 
by a 
failure 

of the HVAC system

Recycling has begun in Martin’s Point again. There 
were 2 (and later 3) dumpsters marked for recycled 
items in the dumpster area. Residents should be sure 
to follow the directions on the dumpsters as to what 
items may be recycled and assure that no garbage 
goes in these specially marked dumpsters. Many 
positive emails have been received by Ms. Sanders, 
Village Realty, from residents about being able to 
recycle again. 

Greg McMahon, grounds and maintenance chair, and 
I decided, after the snow storm 1/28/14, not to opt for 
street plowing for a couple of reasons.  We first 
received a heavy layer of freezing rain on the surface 
before it changed to snow so plowing without salting 
would have been impractical.  Additionally Joel 
Johnson, Kitty Hawk, Chief of Police and a Martin’s 
Point resident, advised us not to venture out and 
interfere with NCDOT’s task of clearing primary 
roads. Finally, only 4-wheel drive vehicles could get 
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any traction anywhere during the worst of the 
conditions. Therefore, we chose to wait it out until 
the melting came with the increase in temperatures at 
the end of January.

I have met with the CPA at Burgess, Lowman & Lay 
who will be doing our 2014 audit of the MPHOA 
financials for us.

With the coming of the new year we are going 
through the annual process of collecting or 
negotiating payment plans for annual homeowner’s 
dues, issuing new automobile stickers and planning 
the transition to new individual mail boxes in the 
postal building. The latter eventually came off well, 
in late March although there were a few hitches 
concerning how to acquire the new box keys and a 
few residents who marked up their boxes   Thanks to 
Greg McMahon and others who managed the 
transition.

My wife, Donna, and I cut back the snapdragons 
along the entrance walls that were strongly affected 
by the harsh winter. If they do respond in the warm 
weather they can be transplanted to another area of 
the community due to the new landscape plan at the 
main entrance, which was implemented in early April 
and looks quite attractive.

Finally, the board acknowledges the community’s 
loss of Linda Howell and Divitrios Vlahos.  Ms. 
Howell, of 7042 Martin’s Point Road passed away at 
home. A memorial service was held on Saturday, 
March 1, 2014 at Kitty Hawk, United Methodist 
Church.  Mr. Vlahos of 7045 Currituck Road passed 

away in February.

Bill Myatt, President

  

Notes From Your Manager

It’s that wonderful time of year when everyone’s 
yards are starting to look so lovely that it’s hard to 
concentrate on business during my weekly inspection.  
Here are a few things to keep in mind as we get back 
into the season.

Wildlife; no wildlife in Martin’s Point should be fed 
other than song birds.  It may seem like a mercy but it 
is actually harmful to feed deer, waterfowl or foxes.  
Most creatures produce young based upon the 
available food supply.  When there is too much easy 
access to food they soon stop foraging for wild food, 
become dependent and over populated and if the 
feeding stops for any reason, they soon starve.  It also 
helps to plant things that the wildlife doesn’t like to 
eat.  You can find lists of deer resistant landscape 
plants on line, at local garden centers or if you contact 
me, I can send you a list as well.  Geese can be 
particularly hard to control.  Dogs are great since they 
rarely catch one but their harassment can make the 
geese pick a different spot to nest if they are bothered 
regularly.  There are also products that can be sprayed 
on the grass that discourages them from making your 
yard home.  Feel free to contact me for more 
information.
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Boats and Trailers; This Spring we will be checking 
every boat and trailer at the Marina for current 
Martin’s Point stickers and current registrations and 
tags on boats and trailers.  We will also identify any 
boats that are not operational so they can be removed 
from the Marina.  If you are storing a boat there you 
may want to check on it to make sure it has all the 
documentation needed.   The Board and many 
members would appreciate everyone being a little 
more mindful of the general appearance of the 
community and respectful of your neighbor’s views.  
Currently there is room at the Marina and, as soon as 
Dominion Power has completed their work in the 
long term parking area at the Postal Lot, there will be 
room there as well.  If you are interested in moving 
your boat and/or trailer to either of these areas, be 
sure it has one of the permanent numbered stickers 
issues by the Association.  If you need a sticker or 
assistance finding a parking space, feel free to 
contact me and I will do my best to help you.  
Remember, storing trailers on empty lots is not 
allowed.

Roadside Grass Mowing; Your Landscape 
contractor has already started mowing the common 
areas.  Please do not park in the Common Area 
unless absolutely necessary and never when it’s wet.  
If you are on the “No Mow” list please be sure your 
white markers can be seen.  I also keep a paper list; 
let me know if you don’t want the association’s 
landscaper to mow in front of your home.

Trees and shrubs in the Common Area; This year 
we will continue to identify areas (mostly in front of 

unimproved lots) where saplings and shrubs have 
begun to spring up.  Once they have been identified 
your landscapers will begin removing them.  If you 
notice that your bushes or trees are overhanging the 
Common Area (20 feet measured perpendicular from 
the pavement edge) that will hamper mowing, please 
trim or remove them.  If the Association must do this 
for you, you could be billed for any costs incurred.  
Your assistance with this is greatly appreciated.

Finally, I sincerely hope that all of you enjoy a 
beautiful spring and summer this year and just say 
NO to hurricanes!

Leslie Sanders, CMCA, AMS

For the Martin’s Point Homeowner’s Association Inc.

Village Realty & Management Services, Inc.

leslies@vrobx.com

www.martinspointhoa.org
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Landscape Update

 
We are very happy to report that phase one of the 
entry landscaping has been completed.   For the next 
four years, you will be seeing revisions and 
additions being done to complete the entry to 
include  Martin's Point Road to the post office hill 
and Creek Road to the guard's parking area.  The 
future phases have been designed and are a part of 
the Five Year Plan proposal.  The funds for the 
project this year appeared as a line item in the 
current budget.  

Phase one 
included a 
professionally 
developed design 
at the entry wall 
by Kitty Hawk 
Gardens.  The 
plants at the wall 
are being 
irrigated by a 
newly installed  
drip system.  The 
system is 
designed to 
expand each year 
with the addition of new plants.  

The Landscape Committee has also been advising 
the Board regarding other areas in the community 
that are in need of replacement plantings due to 
storm damage.   If and when funds are available 
from the  Association's Repair budget, the committee 
is able to make recommendations for plants and help 
expedite the replacement.  

New Mailboxes Installed With Minimal Problems

The new mailboxes have been installed and they look 
great!  

In addition to 364 mailboxes, twelve parcel lockers 
were replaced.  We have received many compliments 
about how improved the new mailboxes look and 
how smoothly the transition went.  

A project of this magnitude is never free of hiccups, 
however.   Several residents reported that their keys 
wouldn’t open their mailboxes.  This was despite our 
best efforts to avoid problems by randomly testing 
many locks with the key sets for which they were 
labeled.  Those residents with non-working keys had 
their locks replaced with free locks provided by the 
mailbox vendor.

We realize that many part-time residents have yet to 
return to Martin’s Point for the summer season. If 
anyone has problems with their mailbox keys/locks or 
needs additional keys (or key blanks designed 
specifically for our mailboxes) please contact Leslie 
Sanders.  

We are hope to add the finishing touch to this project 
in a few weeks with the power washing and painting 
of the mailbox building.    

Greg McMahon, Grounds & Maintenance
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This group of highly dedicated residents has worked 
very hard for the past  five years toward the goal of 
making Martin's Point an even more beautiful place 
to live.  I would like to 
sincerely thank them for 
all of their efforts.      

Bobbie Overton, 
Chairperson, Landscape 
Committee
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Five Year Plan Update

Following last year's community survey, a group of 
residents stepped forward to develop an Advisory 
Committee with the purpose of crafting a Five-Year 
Strategic Plan for Martin's Point.  For the past 
several months, they have been working with the 
results of the survey and specifically, the capital and 
"no-cost" improvements that were desired by the 
majority of the community.  The first phase of the 
process involves researching the feasibility, 
implementation options and, cost of each item in 
order to make informed recommendations.  

These volunteers have given many hours to date 
who are giving their time and energy to this project 
to make Martin's Point an even better place to live:  
Robyn and Ralph Deger, Leigh Forbes, Clyde 
McFarland, Joan Morgan, Donna Myatt, Michael 
Serbousek and Pam and Roy Smith.  

This group is scheduled to continue meeting and 
developing recommendations through the summer.  
The plan will be written in the early fall and include 
recommended changes, their proposed cost and a 
budget for each of the next five years.  Each year's 
proposed plan will be shared with our community 
prior to the annual meeting in November.  This will 
give everyone the opportunity to view the results of 
their work and, of course, at that time, property 
owners can ask any questions they may have.  

We are excited by the progress the Advisory 
Committee is making and are confident that they 
will develop a sound blueprint for the betterment of 
Martin's Point.   

If you have any questions or comments about this 
project, call or email 

Co Chairpersons
   Greg McMahon (greg.mcmahon@ymail.com) or
   Bobbie Overton (RJSANTELIK@aol.com).  

Common Area Parking, a Problem We Can Solve 
Together

Many property owners are unaware that the 20’ of 
grassy area adjacent to the street in front of their 
lot(s) comprise the largest part of our common areas 
and are owned and maintained by the Homeowners’ 
Association.  Recently there has been an increase in 
resident, visitor and contractor parking on the 
common areas abutting the sides of our roads.  This 
creates an unsightly appearance, but more troubling, 
leads to unsafe conditions and higher grounds 
maintenance costs.  

We have seen owners’ cars and trucks, boats, trailers, 
contractors’ trucks, trailers and equipment parked on 
the side of the road, sometimes for days!  Many of 
the vehicles parked on these common areas are left 
very close to (or in some cases even partially on) the 
road surface.  Peripheral visibility is reduced by 
common-area parking and this in turn increases the 
risk to children playing outdoors who may happen to 
run into the street.  Also, a driver distracted for even 
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a moment can veer off onto the shoulder and collide 
with one of these vehicles. Finally, when the ground 
is wet, parking on the common areas can cause deep, 
muddy ruts in the grass.  These have to be raked out, 
filled in with topsoil and seeded which adds to our 
annual grounds maintenance costs. 

Please do your part to reduce the many problems 
associated with parking on the common areas:

♣ Park in common areas only when absolutely 

necessary (e.g., numerous guests make it 
difficult or impossible to fit all vehicles in 
your driveway); 

♣ Discourage guests and contractors from 

parking on common areas unless there is no 
feasible alternative; 

♣ If a vehicle is parked on the common area in 

front of your property and is not owned by 
you, a guest or a contractor doing work for 
you, ask that it be moved unless it can’t be 
parked in the common area in front of the 
property owner hosting visitors or having 
work done; 

♣ If you, your guests or a contractor have no 

choice but to park on a common area, move 
the vehicles as soon as conditions make it 
possible to do so, but no later than 2 AM 
(unless the number of guests doesn’t allow 
for space for everyone to park in your 
driveway);

♣ Inform contractors working for you that none of 

their vehicles or equipment can be left parked on 
a common area overnight.

Remember, no vehicle, trailer or equipment of any type 
may be parked on the common-area roadway, shoulders 
or on any other common areas between the hours of 
2:00 AM and 7:00 AM. No vehicle of any type may be 
parked on the common-area roadway shoulder adjacent 
to another owner’s property at any time.  This 
restriction applies whether the property is developed or 
not.  The only exception is the occasion of a social 
gathering at a home where adequate parking is not 
readily available in front of or in the driveway of the 
owner’s property hosting the gathering.

Property owners violating these parking restrictions are 
subject to penalties in accordance with Article IX of the 
MPHOA regulations and/or the towing of their 
vehicle(s) at the owners expense in accordance with 
Section E, Article IV of the regulations. Contractor 
vehicles parked in violation of these parking restrictions 
are subject to being towed at the contractor’s expense in 
accordance with Section E, Article IV of the 
regulations.  Contractor repeat offenders may be 
prohibited from entering Martin’s Point.  For more 
information on MPHOA regulations, please see:  

  http://martinspointhoa.org/martins-point-by-laws-
covenants-regulations/

With everyone’s cooperation we can eliminate this 
problem once and for all.

Greg McMahon, Grounds & Maintenance 
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Book Report

The Battle For North Carolina’s Coast  by 
Stanley R. Riggs, Dorothea V. Ames, Stephen J. 
Culver & David J. Mallinson.  As implied by the 

title and reiterated in the 
preface, “This book, based 
on a foundation of solid 
science, describes the history 
and dynamics of North 
Carolina’s coastal system, 
defines the conflicts and 
reasons for them, and 
suggests a vision for the 

future.”  

The authors have a common tie with the 
Department of Geological Sciences at East 
Carolina University (ECU), as students and or 
staff.  The senior author was brought on board in 
1967 specifically to develop a coastal and marine 
sciences program for ECU, so he and others in 
the Department have a long-standing familiarity 
with the dynamics of the Outer Banks. With 
funding from the US Geological Survey, US Fish 
and Wildlife Service, National Park Service, and 
the University of North Carolina, Dr. Riggs has 
managed a decade-long coastal research program 
that provides an objective analysis of short- and 
long-term data about coastal North Carolina.

The book is not written for scientists and 
engineers, but for average Americans who have 
an interest in coastal North Carolina.  The text is 
relatively free of technical jargon and is richly 
illustrated with numerous easily understood 

maps, diagrams, photographs, and tables that help 
the non-technical reader understand North 
Carolina’s coastal dynamics.  

When viewed from a geologic framework, data
indicate that there have been numerous cycles of 
global cooling and warming during the last 
million years.  During each cooling cycle sea level 
declined as glacial snow and ice accumulated in 
mountainous and higher latitude areas, whereas 
warming cycles resulted in sea level rise as ice 
and snow melt returned water to the sea.

During the last cooling cycle from about 25,000 to 
18,000 years ago—referred to as the last glacial 
maximum— there was so much water tied up in 
glacial ice and snow that sea level was calculated  
to be lower by 410 feet when compared to today.  
Rather than driving two miles from Martin’s Point 
to dip your toes in the Atlantic Ocean as you can 
now, you would need to hike as many as 60 miles 
to the East to do so during the glacial maximum.  
Of course, the weather in North Carolina would 
have been too cold to dip your toes, in light of the 
proximity of the 
continental 
glaciers that were 
two miles thick 
and only a few 
hundred miles to 
the north.  Of 
course, since the 
glacial maximum the Ocean has returned to what 
we currently enjoy.  Most recently, sea-level data 
for the last 100 years indicate that the rise has 
been about 1 to 1.5 feet.  There is much 
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speculation about what the next 100 years will 
bring, but the trend certainly is for the rise to 
continue.  Since the geologic past is a key to the 
geologic future, there is every reason to believe 
that these cycles of warming and cooling will 
continue, even if you are skeptical that humans 
are accelerating global warming.  

In order to maintain the economic and social 
viability of coastal North Carolina the authors 
recommend practical policies about (a) urban 
development and relocation, (b) the dune system, 
(c) coastal replenishment, (d) inlets between the 
ocean and Pamlico Sound, and (e) tradeoffs 
between roads and bridges versus a strengthened 
ferry system.

This book should be on the must-read list of 
everyone who invests in homes, businesses, and 
infrastructure on the Outer Banks, especially in 
light of the damage caused by hurricanes and 
coastal storms of recent years.  It is available in 
some local bookstores and on line from Amazon, 
Barnes and Noble, and other sources.

Richard W. Paulson

Community	  Corner

From	  time-‐to-‐time	  the	  Community	  Corner	  
feature	  of	  the	  newsletter	  will	  try	  to	  provide	  
local	  information	  that	  might	  be	  of	  interest	  to	  
Martin’s	  Point	  residents.	  	  

Common	  Good—Common	  Good,	  which	  
identiAies	  itself	  as	  an	  organization	  focused	  on	  
“Social Justice, Social Action and Community 

Outreach in Dare 
and Currituck 
Counties” 
maintains	  an	  on-‐
line	  Outer-‐Banks	  
calendar	  of	  events	  

and	  meetings	  about	  topics	  that	  range	  from	  
Autism,	  Bingo,	  and	  Political	  Parties	  to	  Art,	  
History,	  Wellness	  and	  much	  more.	  	  Via	  a	  
“Calendar	  Tab”	  on	  its	  home	  page,	  Common	  
Good	  identiAies	  when	  and	  where	  these	  events	  
and	  meetings	  are	  scheduled.	  	  Alas,	  there	  is	  so	  
much	  information	  available	  on	  the	  monthly	  
calendars	  that	  it	  is	  impractical	  to	  reproduce	  the	  
April	  	  calendar	  here.	  	  Please	  check	  the	  website	  
at	  http://obxcommongood.org/	  There	  is	  no	  
excuse	  to	  be	  bored	  on	  the	  Outer	  Banks	  if	  you	  
attend	  any	  of	  the	  events	  and	  meetings	  listed.

Field	  Research	  Facility—More	  to	  the	  natural	  
setting	  in	  which	  we	  live,	  we	  do	  have	  ample	  
access	  to	  weather	  reports	  and	  forecasts	  from	  
radio	  or	  television	  sources,	  but	  few	  if	  any	  of	  
these	  
sources	  
provide	  
ocean-‐water	  
conditions	  
we	  may	  
want	  to	  be	  
aware	  of	  
before	  we	  
head	  to	  the	  beach.	  	  Such	  information	  for	  the	  
nearby	  Atlantic	  Ocean	  beaches	  and	  to	  a	  lesser	  
extent	  Currituck	  Sound	  is	  readily	  available	  in	  
real-‐time.	  	  

The	  US	  Army	  Corps	  of	  Engineers	  Field	  
Research	  Facility	  (FRF)	  at	  Duck	  does	  collect	  a	  

%22
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lot	  of	  water	  -‐temperature,	  tides,	  wave-‐heights,	  and	  
other	  data	  for	  our	  nearby	  beaches,	  and	  makes	  the	  
data	  available	  to	  the	  public.	  	  By	  accessing	  the	  FRF	  
at:
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  http://www.frf.usace.army.mil/	  

one	  gains	  access	  to	  the	  FRF	  home	  page	  that	  
includes	  the	  real-‐time	  summary	  shown	  here,	  along	  
with	  near	  real-‐time	  photos	  of	  the	  surf	  at	  Duck.	  	  By	  
clicking	  the	  “Waves”	  tab	  on	  the	  home	  page	  you	  can	  
gain	  access	  
to	  other	  
displays	  of	  
wave-‐height	  
information,	  
predicted	  
high	  and	  low	  
tide,	  and	  
other	  near-‐
shore	  ocean	  
and	  Pamlico	  Sound	  conditions.	  	  	  

Finally,	  as	  of	  late	  March	  the	  FRF	  home	  page	  stated:	  
"Due to the impacts of sequestration and furloughs on 
federal government resources, the US Army Engineer 
Research and Development Center's Field Research 
Facility will not provide tours this summer."	  

Coastal Gardening Festival

The 12th Annual Coastal Gardening Festival is 
scheduled for Saturday, May 17, 2014 outside the 
Thomas A. Baum Senior Center. 300 Mustian Street, 
Kill Devils Hills.  This admission-free, family 
oriented Festival will be held rain or shine from 8:00 
AM to 2:30 PM and is organized around the theme 
“Come to our Garden Party.” Sponsors of the festival 
are the Dare County Extension Master Gardener 
Volunteers and the Dare County Center of the North 

Carolina Cooperative Extension, which is 
celebrating 100 years of service.

Featured attractions include flower arranging and 
shade gardening demonstrations and a raffle with 
numerous prizes from local businesses and 
vendors who help support the ongoing 
maintenance and development in the Outer Banks 
Arboretum and Teaching Garden.  The Garden is 
intended as outdoor horticultural classroom and to 
test and display labeled plantings and planting 
practices that are consistent 
with the Outer Banks 
climate and vegetation.

For more information please 
call the Dare County 
Extension office at (252) 
473-4290 or view on line at 
http://
www.outerbanksthisweek.co
m/entertainment_events/
lightbox_events/gardeners/41833/detail/

A Note From A Resident

On February 16th my grandson was riding his 
bicycle on Creek Road.  He experienced a nasty fall.  
Although he was wearing his helmet, he suffered a 
mild concussion when landing on his face.  The had a 
large knot on his forehead and a bloody nose.

A kind neighbor stopped and assisted the child off 
the road and even moved his bicycle.  When I 
arrived, I attended to my grandson and administered 
aid. After attending to my grandson, I turned to thank 

http://www.frf.usace.army.mil/
http://www.outerbanksthisweek.com/entertainment_events/lightbox_events/gardene
http://www.outerbanksthisweek.com/entertainment_events/lightbox_events/gardene
http://www.outerbanksthisweek.com/entertainment_events/lightbox_events/gardene
http://www.outerbanksthisweek.com/entertainment_events/lightbox_events/gardene
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Compilers' Note

This newsletter has been compiled by Leslie Sanders, 
Village Realty and Management Services, Inc., and 
Richard W. Paulson, Martin’s Point resident.  Please 
pass along your suggestions with respect to the 
contents of future newsletters to 
LeslieSanders@villagerealtyobx.com and 
richard.w.paulson@earthlink.net

the gentleman.  Unfortunately, he had already driven 
away.  

I did not get an opportunity to thank him for his 
help.  I do not remember what kind of vehicle he was 
driving or get his name.  I would like to thank this 
“gentleman” for his actions.  It is reassuring that I 
have such wonderful neighbors.  

Sir, whoever you are,

“Thank You”.

William E. Jones
2032 Creek Rd.
Martins Point

Finally,	  we	  close	  
out	  this	  edition	  of	  
the	  newsletter	  by	  
sharing	  a	  photo	  of	  
Barbara	  Price,	  an	  
unsung	  heroine	  of	  
our	  community	  
who	  quietly	  
prowls	  our	  byways	  
picking	  up	  the	  
occasional	  bit	  of	  
trash	  we	  and	  
others	  have	  left	  in	  
our	  wake.	  	  

Thanks	  Barbara!

Kayak Safety Course (May 12, 6:30 PM at the 
Marina)

The Coast Guard Auxiliary will be instructing this 
two-hour course using power point, a textbook and 
"hands-on" instruction practice.  It will cover many 
topics such as maneuvering a kayak, what to do if a 
kayak tips over, safely entering and exiting a kayak 
and towing a disabled kayak.  The course is packed 
with many strategies and much information.  
Kayaking is a wonderful and fun sport but as in all 
things on the water, safety must always be practiced.  
This course will give a very good guideline about 
those safety practices.  It has been designed not only 
for the novice kayaker but for the more experienced 
as well; for a fee of $10.00 participants will receive a 
textbook.  Don’t miss this opportunity to assure that 
kayaking is both fun and safe! 

For more information and to register for the course, 
please contact Bobbie Overton, Chairperson, 
Landscape Committee, by May 1 at e-mail address, 
RJSANTELIK@aol.com, or telephone at 255-0569.
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